OpenNebula - Feature #1247
Add VNC access to VMware based VMs
04/20/2012 12:29 PM - Tino Vázquez

Status:               Closed
Priority:             Normal
Assignee:            Tino Vázquez
Category:            Drivers - Auth
Target version:      Release 3.6
Resolution:          fixed

Description

This includes:

- The ability to define GRAPHICS in VM templates meant to be run over VMware
- The ability to access via VNC directly to the VM
- The ability to access via VNC through Sunstone to the VM

Associated revisions

Revision 0c60e38f - 04/30/2012 04:35 PM - Tino Vázquez

feature #1247: Enable VMware console access

History

#1 - 05/31/2012 03:18 PM - Ruben S. Montero
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Assignee set to Tino Vázquez
- Resolution set to fixed
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